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Outdoor Education
in Texas

Schools are finally recognizing the need for
teaching conservation and life-time sports.

Article by 1lo Hiller
Photography by Martin T. Fulfer

Today's youth are aware of the ecological prchlems
facing our nation arc they are interested in their
envirornent. However interest :s not enough-they
must te educated. They must learn not only Lcw to
presErve our natural re33urces, but how tc enjoy the
outdccors since rec;rea:ional activities such as hunting,
fishing, boating, camping, hiking, archery and bicycl-
:ng will play an even larger role as our nation is faced
with expanding leisure tzme.

Recognizing the neEd to teach our yocng people
to appreciate the outd'oors and its recreational poten-
tial, many farsightEd schocls throughout the nation
are organizing accredited, elective courses in outdoor
education for the:: students. Pioneering this type of

education in Texas is the Srnse: High School of Dallas
where the first accredited outdoor education course
was taught in the spring semester cf 1972.

It all began four years ago when Coach Ray Myers
was approaches by a group of boys whc wanted him
to ac: as a sponsor for a high school woods and waters
club. Controlling 25 boys ir. a gym or classroom situa-
tion is not too difficult, but it can bE an entirely
different situation on a .ake or in the field with live
firearU~s. Taking all this irto consiceration, Myers,
with the approval of his princip a., accepted the
responsibilities and the Sunset High School Wood.s
and Waters Club was organized.

Thrcugh the activities of this club 25 high school
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boys were able to fish ,ost of the lakes in North
anc East Texas, go dove hunting, gc camping, make
canoe trips and earn encugh more :y washing cars.
selling candy and mowing lawns to charter a bus to
take them cn a summer fishing trip to Mari-oba.
Canada.

Mernoers of the Sunset club have also been success-
ful in helping organize other clubs in the Dallas area,
but their greatest accomplishment was crea-irg
encagh interest and enthusiasm in outcocor activuies
tc Foint out the need for outdoor education classes
at Sunset High School.

In order to obtain accredited status for suchi a
course, Coach Myers and interested supporters from
the Sportsmen's Clubs of Texas, Texas Outdoor Writ-
ers Association, Texas Parks & Wzlclife Department
and Dallas School Board met with :he executive
director of the Texas Educa-ion Agency in the fall
of 197 to present the ;:oposed outdoor educaticn
program. The rEsults of this mee::ng were favcrable.
anc in October 1971, the course and a tentative :ur-
riculum guice were presented to and accepted by the
Dallas School Board.

Outdoor education was added to the Sunset High
School curriculum as a one-half credit elective in the
spring semester of 1972. Since that time, the electivE
has keen expanded to a full-year course and upcn
cor-pletion of "Outdoor Education in Texas" the stu-

cent is granted a full credit toward graduation.
Cutdoor Education in Texas is a coEducational

course des-gned for those student=. who enjcy the
cutdcor activities of hunting, fishing, boalirg, icamp-
ing. hiking, bicycling and archery as well 3s the
conservaticn of our natural resources. Emphasis is
placed on gun safety, water safely, first aid, conserva-
tion, courtesy, good sportsmanship and a knowledge
of the state and federal laws goverrning all outdocr
recreational activities.

During the first six weeks of study, the students
are in-roduced to the terminology of the outdocrs and
provided with a brief overall statement about the
wildlife cf Texas. They then enmer into a regional
study of the state covering such subjects as the
national forests, state parks, lakes and majcr rivers,
as well as the major game anc non-game species of
mammals. birds and fish fond :n each rEgion.

Intensive courses in hunter safety and beginning
archery are presented during the second six weeks.

Thrcugh -he hunter safety prcram the students
receive a asic knowledge cf gurs and ammunition
anc how to clean and care for :hese spor-ing frearms.
Safe handling in the field, at horre 3rnd while in transit
is stressec as well as safe hunting frEthcds. Daisy air
rifles are used in live firing to :each accuracy in
airing and positioning the gun. Shotgun tEChniques
are also taught, and upon successful completion of
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the hunting safety portion of the program, the students
are issue certificates and patches of competency
from the T :xas Parks and Wildlife Department and
the Natiora Rifle Association. Permanen: records of
graduates cf this Hunter Safeny Program. are main-
tained by try Parks and Wildlife Department.

The archery program, designed. to encourage a
relaxing sptrt which n-ay be enjoyed for a lifetime,
begins with instructions :n how to select a bow of
the proper size and wEight and the types of arrows
designed fcr the type of archery desired-target shoo:-
ing, field archery or :owhunting. Techniques cf
shooting which include the stance, draw, anchoring,
aiming and release are all explained in :his section
of study. Actual shooting is done on the school s range.

The final six weeks of :he first semester cover the
broad sub:ect of hunting ir Texas. Luring this section
the studen: learns -he requirements concerning the
various types of hunting licenses required; the hunting
laws of the state; where, wha: and how to hunt in
Texas (with special sections on deer and varrit hun:-
ing); and acqMuiring a lease.

The second semester begins with a standard first
aid course with instructions concerning wounds;
shock; artrficial respiraticn; injuries to bznes, joints
and muscles; burns; heat exhaustion, strokes cr
cramps; frostbite; and Gammon emergencies such as
a heart attack, apoplexy, fainting, epileptic convul-
sions, unconsciousness ar.d foreign matter in the eye
or throat.

By learning the techniques of archery,
casting and target shooting as well as
game and fisheries management, students are
acquiring skills which will provide them
with hours of recreational pleasure in the
life-time sports of field archery, camping,
fishing, hunting and related activities.

Once the students have acquired three weeks of
intensive first aid instruction, they are ready for their
three-week unit on survival. This unit takes into con-
sideration the knowledge acquired concerning first
aid as well as how to acquire food and water, build
shelters to protect themselves from the elements and
how to build fires for warmth and cooking.

By the time the second six weeks of the second
semester roll around, the students are introduced to
the study of water in Texas-pollution, reuse and
wildlife needs.

Recreational boating is also included in this section
along with instructions on the United States Coast
Guard course in boating safety. In this course students
are taught boating safety, proper boat handling, nau-
tical terms, legal requirements, rules of the road and
what to do in case of bad weather.

Skiing, skin diving and canoeing are also taught in
the section on boating with main emphasis, again, on
safety.

Coach Myers rounds out the first part of the final
six weeks of the course teaching the beginning fisher-
man the techniques of spin-casting equipment, bait
casting and trotline fishing. To make things easier for
the novice, information is also included on where and
how to fish for the various species such as black bass,
crappie, sand bass, bluegill and chain pickerel.

Last, but not least, is a section on camping with
suggestions on where to go, how to select a campsite,
building a fire, camp cooking, camping manners and
disposing of waste.

Upon completion of the outdoor education course,
the students should have been exposed to such activi-
ties or manipulative skills as map reading; use of a
compass; outdoor living techniques; outdoor cooking;
survival techniques; casting and angling; shooting and
hunting; boating and small craft navigation; water
activities such as skiing, swimming, skin diving and
scuba diving; archery; hiking; bicycling; and outdoor
photography.

In addition to teaching students physical skills,
advocates of the outdoor education curriculum have
seven broad-based goals for their program. They hope
that through this course students will develop a life-
time interest in outdoor life, and learn the value of
preserving our natural resources. It is also hoped they
will learn to make use of leisure time, develop a
positive attitude toward the importance of good
health, learn the value that society places on ethical
character, learn to place high value on inherent or
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acquired citizenship and learn to be considerate in
relationships with others both in vocational and avo-
cational activities.

Since Myers strongly believes that young people
must be educated in practical conservation (not taught
by Bambi and other animal fables to hate guns, hunt-
ers and hunting), his personal goal is to see that out-
door education courses are taught in every public
school possible. To accomplish this goal, he has trav-
eled to schools all over Texas to give informal lectures
on how to establish the course or organize an outdoor
club. His efforts have been rewarded as several
schools throughout the state have added an outdoor
education course to their curriculum of study this fall.

Individuals may obtain additional information by
writing to Ray H. Myers, 100 Melody Lane, Forney,
Texas 75126, or Outdoor Education, Sunset High
School,2120 West Jefferson Blvd., Dallas, Texas75208.**
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Coyote hunting

The Forks ofthe Creek
by Joe T. Stevens, Wildlife Biologist, Clifton

In 1967 the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife Conservation found that the
wily coyote provided over a million
man days of recreation per year in the
state. To the surprise of many, this was
a far greater number than any other
animal in the state could boast.
Furthermore, it was estimated that the
22,100 coyote hunters in Oklahoma
spent over 23 million dollars that year
on their sport.

No such survey has ever been taken
in Texas, and few people other than
the coyote hunters themselves are
aware of the popularity and magnitude
of this pastime. Wherever the exciting
howls of this wild relative of the dog
can be heard in the Lone Star State,
these sportsmen around, enjoying their
favorite hobby as only they can.

Coyote hunting at the "forks of the
creek" with a good pack of hounds is
far more than a sport. It is a passion
born of love for the hounds and love
of the chase. For the died-in-the-wool
hunter it is a way of life. From his
earliest memories the sad eyes of a
long-eared hound have penetrated his
soul as nothing else can. He has
discovered the one absolutely unselfish
friend in this world that will never
desert him or prove ungrateful. The.
musical note in that melodious voice
"flings a charm upon him" forever that
makes the lure of other hobbies seem
insignificant.

Most hound men are born in the quiet
countrysides where there are rolling
hills, winding streams and an occa-
sional thicket so matted with briars and
thorny bushes that even in winter, furry
coyotes can lie in snug retreat. Some-
times these hunters are born in rugged
houses up where the valley is narrow
and the clear streams run swifty. Or,
as often, the scene of their nativity is
in a sturdy house back from the road
among the singing pines where the pork
sausage is smoked with real hickory.

Coyote hunters are generally happy

fellows who find life pleasant and get
a great deal out of living. Possibly one
reason for this is that the cost of their
sport is elastic and can fit any purse.
A poor man can keep at least one
hound, and it has been wryly observed
that some are so poor that they can
keep four or five. However, most coyote
hunters are middle-class gentlemen and
run a pack numbering from seven to
10 hounds; while those who can afford
it maintain a large kennel. Yet when
these men load their pack in the pickup
and assemble on the hill at the forks
of the creek, build that traditional
campfire, put on the coffee pot and
discuss which way to cast for the night,
monetary worths are forgotten, all are
as one and an atmosphere of equality
reigns.

They have a language of their own.
To hear a veteran of many races
describe the mystery of "The Chase"
is to begin to understand and appre-
ciate the joy that fills the heart of a
hunter when his hounds are in full cry
after a fleeing coyote. These men have
ears so well trained that they can tune
in on a race and distinguish the voice
of their hounds from all others. When
their favorite is heard leading the pack,
there is an indescribable satisfaction
that possesses them. They are caught
up into an atmosphere of elation and
a new song is forever written in their
hearts.

The individual merit of a hound is
all that some hunters desire, while
others must know the pedigree of their
family of hounds for many generations.
If a great producing sire is developed
somewhere, brood matrons are sent to
him from places so remote that it is a
day's journey out to a paved road.
Hounds are bred for speed to drive a
coyote to his den without sacrificing the
endurance to withstand the rigors of
a long race.

The majority of men in this hunting
fraternity view the coyote as one of the

most remarkable animals in the world.
They are fully aware that he is a preda-
tor and stand ready to help provide
reasonable control when necessary.
Many are farmers and ranchers who
possess intricate knowledge of his daily
habits. At dusk they have watched him
leave his secret hiding place, stop for
awhile and consider where he will go
for his daily meal. They cannot tell
what has made him do so, but it is
obvious that he has decided. He trots
or breaks into short gallops, with very
preceptible pauses to look up and down
for landmarks, altering his direction a
little, looking forward and back to steer
a proper course.

When there is no threatening gun
visible, he appears as unconcerned as
a neighborhood dog, but let one move
be made toward a firearm and he van-
ishes like the wind.

Occasionally he is observed chasing
a dodging cottontail or a fleet jackrab-
bit, but more frequently digging for his
favorite delicacy, the field mouse. His
familiar tracks along trails, around
fence corners, under gates and at
crossroads are under the constant scru-
tiny of the hound men.

The hunters learn his travel patterns
and mark the direction of his howls in
order to cast their hounds for a quick
strike and an early race. Every hunter
and his hounds brace for the conflicts
around the dens in the springtime when
the pups are young. At this time, the
voice of coyote parents becomes a
vicious warning bark. It is an unmis-
takable battle cry and anyone will
readily admit that few animals the size
of a 35-pound coyote can strike as much
terror into a pack of hounds. Only a
few hounds will stand their ground and
many have been known to run over
almost anything to get back to camp!

Therefore, a good coyote hound must
of necessity be a warrior. His life is full
of desperate adventure, high speed, the
tumult of camp, the roar of battle and

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE6
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hours of painful recuperation from
injuries and exhaustion. The omnipre-
sent barbed wire, the chance of being
struck by a speed.ng automobile, and
the threat of poison and traps threaten
his every step. He lives, not for the lust
of killing, but dedicated to one great
purpose-The Chase.

The breeds in this sporting arena are
the Walker, July, Goodman, Trigg and
Hudspeth strains. Nose, speed, drive,
stamina, voice, "coyote sense" and
homing instinct are the essential quali-
ties that a coyote hound must possess.
The challenge of breeding for all these
characteristics in proper balance is one
that faces few other sporting-dog
breeders.

Hounds must depend upon their
noses to follow thE line of coyote scent
and a hound is in reality no faster than
his nose. The better the nose, the faster
the hound and the closer he will stay
behind the coyote. The onrushing pack
that can drive its game across the
country "like-a-bird-aflying" is sure to
be one whose individuals excel in this
respect.

A coyote crossing a field or trotting
down a trail leaves a track of scent oil.
The hound doesn't smell these particles
of oil from his foct, but smells the air
that has come into contact with them.
Since hot air rises, scent will be best
when the temperature of the ground is
warmer than the air. A few days of
warm weather followed by a sudden
cold spell will crEate the right condi-
tions, and hound performance on such
a night will attest to the fact.

The physical speed of a coyote hound
is actually not entitled to the promi-
nence that some hunters give it, since
its worth is dependent upon nose and
stamina. Since a coyote can "skip the
dew" at 24 miles an hour, the value of
a fast hound can'. be ignored. Essen-
tially all pack hounds should be nearly
equal in speed. Failure to recognize this
need is a common mistake of coyote
hunters. Just as a man can ignore faults
in a beautiful woman, so the coyote
hunter overlooks faults in a fast hound.
Speed is the number one quality in
most coyote hur_ters' minds. They
excuse a hound of most weaknesses if
he can get out in front of the pack and
stay there for awhile.

"Drive" in a coyote hound is the
desire to get forward as fast as the scent
and terrain permit. While body confor-
mation and good physical condition are
contributing factors, drive cannot be
determined by appearance. A pack
must have it to be tops in the mind of
the true "forks of the creek" crusader.

When the pack comes into hearing

in full cry, each one trying honestly to
drive to the front, chills run up and
down the hound-man's spine and he
may toss his hat into the air and give
a war whoop of joy.

A kindred trait to drive is "game-
ness," the quality given priority over
all others by the breeders of the ances-
tors of modern fox and coyote hounds.
It has been perpetuated by those who
are thoroughly convinced that a hound
is worthless without it. For when
"heart, nerve and sinew" are gone a
game hound will stay in the race and
exhaust his last ounce of physical
energy in hopes that he may outlast his
quarry. His indomitable spirit rises
above the physical, and neither pain
nor wounds can deter him from his
single purpose. The true coyote hound
runs and, if needs be, dies for the chase
rather than quit, which to many is the
one unpardonable sin.

The average coyote hound spends
most of his hunting time out of the sight
of his master and a considerable por-
tion of it out of the sight of his fellow
hounds. Thus, the hunters are depen-
dent upon his cry if they are to continue
to follow the chase, and the pack is
mutually dependent upon cry if it is
to function as a team. When hounds
are spread out as skirmishers, each with
his nose to the ground searching to find
the trail of a coyote, they lose sight of
one another. So, the first hound to catch
the scent must tell the others about it
if they are to harken to him and enter
the chase.

Many things enter into the composi-
tion of the coyote hunting fraternity,
but the main attraction that causes the
hunters to return again and again to
their favorite camps is the musical
voices of their favorite hounds. Con-
sequently, the quality of the hound's
voice is very important. The ideal is one
so distinctive in tone that you never
mistake it, and one with such volume
that it can be heard in a large pack for
great distances, In the woods and
among the hills the sound waves roll
and recoil against the trees and canyons
with great accent, but in open country
more volume is essential in a fast-driv-
ing pack. The ability to accurately
interpret the progress of the swift
drama of the unseen chase by the sound
effects produced by baying hounds is
a skill which is developed after many
patient hours of careful listening in the
dead of the night. When the cast is
made, hunters wait for the strike in
silence. Then far down the creek one
hound cries and says no more.

"That's R. D.'s young white hound.
He ain't sure if he smells a coyote or

not," observes a silhouette in the edge
of the glow of the small crackling fire.
Time passes and conversations break
the silence. And then, like a trumpet
call from the woods just ahead, comes
a great challenging cry. There is no
indecision about this hound's note. Like
a warrior announcing that he has found
the enemy, the old black spotted hound
sounds the challenge.

"Be quiet boys-be still," comes a low
whisper enclosed by the darkness just
beyond the fire. Now the woods are
alive. From every direction is heard the
patter of feet upon the leaves, the grunt
and whine of anxious hounds hurrying
to the assembly. Another hound begins
to cry.

"It's a coyote all right," draws a hith-
erto silent statue. "Old Lou is true blue
and will not lie." The volume of cry
increases as hound after hound joins in.

"Boys, they are headed up Wolf
Creek," Dal exclaims. Suddenly there
is no sound.

"The coyote has left the woods and
hit that plowed field and that is what
is bothering them," another voice
advises. The cry is soon resumed as
Lucky, Rose, and Doug's little Gyp find
the track to the west. Presently these
three leaders are joined by a dozen
other hounds, whose voices leave no
doubt that the race is on.

"That coyote is going down Brushy
and out by the Old French House
toward the lake," Allen surmises as his
dog Blackie issued a bloodcurdling
squall as if she would catch the coyote
any minute. And so it goes on through
the night. Once you graduate from this
backwoods academy, you can follow
the hounds in any state or country on
a horse, in a vehicle or on foot, and
the cry of the hounds ahead will be
telling you chapter, book and page of
the story.

Yet, even upon the most favorable
scenting night 'Mr. Coyote' may vanish
into thin air. Therefore, unless a good
nose is accompanied with "coyote
sense" that particular race comes to an
abrupt end. "Coyote sense" is not some
mystical fantasy, but just plain intelli-
gence. Some families of hounds have
a more abundant supply than others.
Experience, of course, is necessary, but
any veteran of the chase can sense the
difference. When a hound with coyote
sense comes to where the scent has
been lost, he does not nervously hunt
all over the area for the line, but raises
his head, surveys the terrain and heads
for the most likely place that the coyote
would go. He finds the trail and cries,
"Here it is-come on boys!" Further-
more, he carries the line in true fashion

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE8
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and does not waste -irE 3Erking out
of place.

Combined with intelligence, is that
sixth sense caller "homing instinct."
When the race is over. sometimes miles
from the camp from which the cast was
originally made, a :rue coyote hound
will return to camp. If in proper condi-

' tion anc well-trainee _E w.Jl not lie
down, oir stop by a strange house for
food, bit will find his way back to the
spot were his master pu: him out. A
good bowing horn is very effective to
encourage older hcuads to return
promptly and to giv e cirect on to the
young and inexperienced wanile they
are developing their age-old homing
instinct.

Apparently coyote hounds have
inherited the packing characteristics in
chasing their game from their ancient
ancestc:, the wolf. Fortunately, this
desirable trait has teen pErpetuated
through the breeding programs of
houndsnen. Houncs work as a team
and therefore should ne abail equal in
speed ar_d drive for :he most successful
perforn-ance. This type of balanced
pack will run their coyote as a unit,
and at a check, will far out as skir-

mislrers. Then. when one regains the
scent line, the rest of the pack will clcse
upon him without hesitation and be of=
again. The more Evenly the hounds ere
matched, the bet-er they will perform
tc the joy and satisfaction of the owrer
and his friends.

The hunter in this modern wo:ld who
meers most frequently with his friends
at the "forks of the creek" for the fastest
and most exciting of all hound races
is not just another man. He is truly an
amateur geneticist and a skilled artist;
for the development of a great pack of
coyote hounds is not merely an acci-
dent. He is a knowledgeable breeder,
a ccmpassicnate caretaker, a patiEnt
-rainer and a discerning "culher" for
-hosE individuals with undesirable
-raits such as ' babbling" or barking
unnecessarily all over the woots, ccn-
-inuously running 'trash" or urdesira-
oie animals and those that are loo fast
or too slow.

His hobby is noth time-corsuming
and expensive and not for the weak-
hearted. If re had 10] lives he would
without question invest part cf them
in this sport. for -o him this is the ulti-
mate in recreation.

Morning arrives and the excitEment of
the night's chase is relived as the hunt-
ers wait for the return of their dogs.
Once the chose is over, the sack of
hounds may be miles frzrn .heir starting
place out tleir homing instinct will
bring them backi to the camp. Inexper-
ienced young dogs are sometimes called
in with a horn jntil they develop their
own homing instinct.
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THE DEAF SMITH COUNTRY COOK-
BOOK: Natural Foods for Family
Kitchens by Marjorie Winn Ford
Susan Hillyard and Mary Faull
Koock; Collier Macmillan Publishers,
866 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022, 1973; 352 pages, $3.95 in paper-
back.
Farewell to processed and commer-

cial foods on the family dining table
and welcome to the natural goodness,
textures and nutrients of whole foods.
From Deaf Smith County, the land that
has become famous for its grains and
oils, comes this long-awaited cookbook;
and it is full of robust recipes. Natural
foods are unrefined products in the
most pure form manageable for human
needs and consumption and in this
state can be properly assimilated by the
body. They contain no chemicals or
additives and have not been sprayed
with poisons. The rediscovery of good
flavors and health are the rewards of
eating whole foods.

The book offers an alternative from
the "fast" foods which have been
stripped of real nutritional value in
order to bring them quickly to the table.
Natural foods do take longer to prepare,
but that is because there is more to
them. It is the quality of life that is
emphasized.

The recipes focus on foods that come
from the soil, and except for dairy
products, animal-derived products are
not mentioned. The bread chapter is
thecrowningtriumphofTheDeafSmith
Country Cookbook, and drooling over
such baked surprises as alfalfa sprout
spread or dilly bread, one is once again
reminded that bread rather than ham-
burger is the staff of life. The full range
of menu planning from hors d'oeuvres
to baby foods is given, plus a special
section "Tengo Hambre" for South-
western dishes. For the cook who is
beginning to switch to this philosophy
of using whole foods, there is a sub-
stitution list of basic staple supplies to
begin using in old favorite recipes.

This paperback is completely
indexed and each recipe is easy to read
and follow.

This reviewer has tried some of these
taste treats and is now a convert to

fresh cranberry juice, homemade
tomato sauce and mayonnaise. There
is a personal bond between grower and
consumer and it is a pride to serve the
very best that nature's abundance can
offer.-D'Arcy James

THE SAGA OF THE BUFFALO by Cy
Martin; Hart Publishing Co., Inc., 719
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10003,
1973; 190 pages, $10.00.
The buffalo-the mighty beast that is

almost a fairy tale but is real enough
to occasionally be seen on the backside
of an old nickle or penned up in a
zoo-how is it that it has disappeared
from the American plains?

We are told that in pre-Europeanized
America the buffalo population was
estimated to be between 70 and 80 mil-
lion; the tales of their eradication are
legion; and The Saga of the Buffalo tells
the brutal and terrible story of this
native animal's slaughter. Now, in 1973,
thanks to protective laws and care, the
animals have built up to several thou-
sand in number.

It is difficult to identify only one
specific cause for the growth and
decline of the "Wild West," but Cy
Martin lays a heavy responsibility to
the presence of the buffalo. To him it
was grounds for the Indian's wrath and
uprisings, the basis for the creation of
new towns, a factor in the development
of the railroads and a savior to home-
steaders who survived hard years by
selling off graveyards of bleached
bones for fertilizer. The frontiersman's
attitude was reckless, "Only when the
Indian becomes absolutely dependent
upon us for his every need, will we be
able to handle him. Every buffalo you
kill now will save a white man's life."

The book recounts the bison's history
and the men and civilization that de-
stroyed them. Chapter headings such
as "The Dudes Come West," "Slaugh-
tered for His Hide," and "Showdown
in the Texas Panhandle" are a sample
of the contents. The text is comple-
mented by many wonderful pictures
that are vivid and sometimes unpleas-
ant glimpses into our American past.
The pictures have been gathered from

collections from all over the country
and make the book an excellent picto-
rial account. The Saga of the Buffalo
cannot help but inform and leave an
indelible impression of this important
period in America's early growth.
-D'Arcy James

THE NEW WAY OF THE WILDER-
NESS by Calvin Rutstrum; Collier
Books, 866 Third Avenue, New York,
N. Y. 10022, 1958, reissued 1973; 275
pages, $2.95 in paperback.
In trying to appeal to a wide audience

interested in wilderness exploration
and camping, the author misses many
priorities that might apply to Texans,
and includes such sections as dog-sled
teams and riding horseback in the
mountains that serve no importance to
this area. Rutstrum does offer sound,
practical advice in some areas, but he
does not say any more than other
authors on the same subject.

The author excels in what appears
to be one of his favorite areas, canoeing.
This is one of the more complete and
comprehensive subjects covered in the
book which many persons might find
helpful. The subject of canoeing is
complex, and the author handles it
well; however, it is difficult to supply
enough information to make a novice
into an expert.

By inserting light humor in places,
Rutstrum breaks the monotony of
reading page after page of facts. His
satire in handling controversial camp-
ing tips makes the transition to other
topics smooth and light.

At times the book is redundant, but
the points stressed are important.
Apparently the author feels that these
passages merit repetition, The book is
adequate in that it covers most of the
major headings of camping in the
wilderness, but the two most
outstanding chapters are on canoeing
and the cooking and preparing of foods.

Chapters in the book on tying knots,
compass navigation and knife sharpen-
ing might also be helpful to the reader,
depending on his experience and
familiarity with the subjects.-Terrie
Whitehead
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Big Stack: Have you ever wondered how many Texas Parks &
Wildlife magazines are sent out every month? If you put the 92,000
magazines into one stack, it would be about 640 feet high. For
comparison, a modern building would have to be about 64 stories
tall to match this stack; the San Jacinto Monument and museum
is 570 feet tall; and from the basement floor of the state Capitol
building to the highest point of the statue on top is only 390 feet.
We hope you will help this stack grow by giving our magazine
to your friends.

Tigers for Their Tanks: The World Wildlife Fund announced a
contribution of $50,000 from the Exxon Corp. for the Fund's
"Operation Tiger" campaign. This campaign was undertaken to
purchase and improve tiger sanctuaries in India where a 1969
census revealed less than 2,000 Bengal tigers, a 95 percent decline
since World War II. While commercial harvesting of the animals
for their pelts has been partially responsible for the decline, the
biggest problem has been the destruction of the forests for agri-
culture and the reduction of the numbers of prey species which
the tigers eat.

Environmental Saint: The Vatican has announced that St. Anthony
the Abbot may now be "officially invoked" as the patron saint
of the environment. St. Anthony's papal appointment was
apparently awarded because of the 11th century conservation
practices of the monks in the order later named for him, rather
than for the saint's own good environmental deeds. Anthony was
an Egyptian of the third century who spent most of his 105 years
living in caves. On the other hand, the Hospital Brothers of St.
Anthony were once widely famed for their zeal in planting trees
and their tenacity in land reclamation.

Grizzlies Threatened: In Yellowstone National Park, grizzly bears
had a protected area from man's destruction, but the park service
has changed this over the past few years and the entire population
of this rare animal in the park is now threatened. In 1967 the park
service decided to close the open dumps within the park. These
were a primary source of food for the bears and without this food
they began to move into the campgrounds looking for something
to eat. Injuries to campers then increased over 40 percent during
1968-72. To control the bears, the rangers then began killing more
bears to protect the campers-an average of about three times as
many bears were killed during this period than the average in
the preceding nine years. An estimated minimum of 175 and a
maximum of 250 bears lived in the Yellowstone area in 1967; a
total of at least 118 grizzly bears were killed during 1970-72.
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by David J. Schmidly and Betty A. Melcher
Illustrations by C. O. Martin
DepartmentofWildlife and FisheriesSciences, TexasA&M University

Contribution No. TA 10778, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

Editor's Note: Tiis is the first of a three-part series
about the marine mammals which have been reported
off the Texas coast. Next month the toothed whales
will be discussed and the third section will cover the
rough-toothed dolphins and ocean dolphins.

Texas possesses approximately 373 miles of coastline
along the Gulf cf Mexico, but including major bays
and estuaries, there are actually about 1,980 miles of
shoreline. These waters are the homes for many kinds
of warm-blooded mammals which bear their young
alive and nourish them through a period of infancy.

At one time, 18 different kinds of marine mammals
inhabited Texas coastal waters and were classified
into three major groups or orders of mammals: the
earless seals (order Pinnipedia), the manatees or sea
cows (order Sirenia), and the whales, dolphins and
porpoises (order Cetacea). Since sirenians and pin-
nipedians have not been reported from Texas since

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

100 feet-Blue whale
70 feet-Finback whale
55-60 feet-Sperm whale
28-30 feet-Killer whale
18-20 feet-Pilct whale
12-15 feet-Beaked whale
6-8 feet-Spotted dolphin

the 1930's, there is reason to believe they are now
extinct from our waters. However, cetaceans some-
times beach along Texas shores and are often
observed by fishermen in the offshore waters.

Most cetaceans are large in size, ranging in length
from seven to 100 feet. They have many unique fea-
tures which enable them to live in the ocean and
which make them seem unusual in appearance when
compared to their terrestrial relatives. Their bodies
are streamlined, with the external ears absent and
the front limbs modified into flippers. Beneath the
skin they have a thick layer of fat, called blubber,
which provides protection from heat loss in the water
and energy at times when food is scarce.

In addition to their anatomical adaptations, ceta-
ceans have many specialized physiological and behav-
ioral adaptations. The rate of their heart beat is
slowed to aid in deep dives and prolonged underwater
activity. At the same time, most of the blood supply
is cut off from much of the musculature and external
parts of the body to insure a sufficient supply of
oxygen for the heart, brain and other vital organs.
Some species have been recorded at depths of 1,000
to 3,000 feet where they are known to stay without
breathing for as long as an hour. They are able to
do this because the ability of their blood to carry
oxygen is greater than that of a land mammal and
their tolerance to carbon dioxide is higher.

Cetaceans are an important part of the life found
in our oceans. Many of them are commercially valu-
able and have been hunted to the point that they are
in danger of becoming extinct. Today they are pro-
tected by law in all coastal waters of Texas. They
provide a good example of what mankind's greed can
do to the animal life that surrounds him. Since most
cetaceans are at the top of oceanic food chains, they
are the last organisms to receive the energy and mate-
rials circulating in the ecosystem. Because they can
be drastically affected by harmful changes in earlier
steps of their food chains, they can serve as important
indicators of these harmful changes. For these reasons,
and for aesthetic ones too, it is important to conserve
our marine mammals for future generations.

The term whale is generally restricted to large ceta-
ceans (over 12 feet) and the smaller ones are called
dolphins and porpoises. Dolphins and porpoises,
however, are not the same animals. Dolphins have
a visible snout and cone-shaped teeth; whereas, por-
poises have a blunt, rounded head with flat, spade-
shaped teeth. There are no true porpoises known from
the Texas coast, dolphins being the most common
marine mammals known from this area. A fish, bear-
ing the names dolphin or dorado, also inhabits the
Texas coast but should not be confused with "true
dolphins" which are mammals.

Many cetaceans have teeth in their jaws and are
commonly called toothed whales. Instead of teeth,
others have plates of baleen, a horny material that
is fringed along the edge and hangs from the roof
of the mouth. These fringed plates serve as strainers
for the hundreds of gallons of water taken into the
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mouth in one gulp when the animals feed. As might
be expected, baleen whales feed on small organisms
strained from the water, while toothed whales feed
on larger animal life such as fish, seals or even other
whales.

All cetaceans have a blowhole or spout on top of
their head through which they expel air from their
lungs. Toothed whales have a single blowhole and
baleen whales two. Cetaceans do not blow liquid
water out of their lungs. The visible spout formed
when the animal exhales is from the condensation
of water vapor from the lungs as it enters the air.

There are 16 kinds of cetaceans known from the
Texas coast. Of these, only three are baleen whales-
the finback, the blue and the black right. The other
13 are toothed whales, and seven of these are dolphins.
The largest of the cetaceans inhabiting the Texas coast
is the blue whale which reaches a length of 100 feet;
the smallest are the spotted dolphins, dwarf sperm
whales and rough-toothed dolphins which reach a
length of six to eight feet. Baleen whales are larger
than their toothed cousins.

BALEEN WHALES
Baleen whales, called mysticetes by scientists, are

among the largest creatures ever to inhabit the earth.
They have lost their teeth completely and have devel-
oped instead peculiar structures of baleen or whale-
bone. Baleen is a horny substance, growing in inde-
pendent plates from two to 12 feet long, which is
attached in two rows along the upper jaw of the
animal. The outer borders of the baleen are smooth,
but the inner borders are frayed into brushlike fibers.
These baleen plates act as sieves or strainers. Water
containing floating organisms is taken into the mouth

and is then ejected by the piston action of the huge
tongue, leaving the aquatic food entangled in the
plates.

Only three kinds of baleen whales have been sighted
in the coastal waters of Texas. They are the common
finback whale, Balaenoptera physalus, the blue
whale, Balaenoptera musculus, and the black right
whale, Balaena glacialis.

Rorquals or finback whales, of the family Balaen-
opteridae, are all characterized by the presence of
a dorsal fin and numerous parallel pleated grooves
on the throat and belly. These furrows increase the
capacity of the mouth when opened. Their diets con-
sist largely of shrimp, copepods and amphipods.

Members of this family are the fastest swimmers
among the baleen whales, and they have been known
to attain speeds of up to 30 m.p.h. when pressed. These
whales travel singly, in pairs or in larger groups.
Several hundred may congregate where food is abun-
dant.

Two methods of obtaining food are employed-
swallowing and skimming. In the swallowing method,
the animal turns over while feeding and often has
part of its head above water when it swallows. In
the skimming method, the whale swims through a
swarm of zooplankton with its mouth open and its
head above water to just behind the blowhole. When
a mouthful of organisms has been filtered from the
water by the baleen plates, the whale dives, closes
its mouth and swallows the food.

All baleen whales that are hunted commercially at
the present time belong to this family. Two species,
the blue whale and the finback whale, have been
sighted in Texas waters.

Blue Whale

The blue whale is the largest animal ever to
inhabit the earth. Adults may measure more than 100
feet in length with a weight of 150 tons. Although
wide-ranging, they rarely occur along the Texas coast.
A specimen washed ashore at Velasco in 1939 and

others have been reported near Aransas Pass.
The upper parts of these animals are bluish in color

with patches of gray; the underparts range from white
to yellow. The name "sulphur-bottom" whale, which
is sometimes given to the blue, refers to the yellowish
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film of microscopic algae, called diatoms, that occa-
sionally forms on the undersurface of this animal.

Blue whales migrate from arctic to temperate or
tropical waters where a singlE calf is born which
measures from 23 to 26 feet at birth. It doubles its
length and is weaned by seven months. The life span
normally will not exceed 30 to 40 years. The blue
whale, usually observed singly or in pairs, is seldom
found in large schools. Their food consists wholly of

small organisms they strain from the water with their
cavernous mouths.

These whales were formerly the leading commercial
baleen whale, and as many as 70 to 80 barrels of oil
were taken from a single individual. The depressing
fact is that of the estimated 100,000 blue whales which
were in the oceans before they became victims of
modern whaling methods, less than 1,000 are left
today.

Finback Whale

The finback whale is a slightly smaller and more
slender version of the blue whale. It can be distin-
guished from the blue by the bluish-gray color pattern
of its baleen plates. The lower jaw on the right side
is also whitish rather than pigmented.

The modern whaling industry has provided exrel-
lent opportunity for intensive research on these ani-
mals, and as a result, their biology is in some respect
better known than most other large cetaceans. Fen-male

Right whales, of the family Balaenidae, have only
recently been reported from the Texas coast. A single
specimen beached in February 1972 at Freeport. Nor-
mally, Atlantic right whales inhabit the more temper-
ate waters from Newfoundland south to Bermuda and
the South Carolina coast. They occupy the southern
parts of their range only in winter.

These animals are characterized by the lack of a
dorsal fin. They have a large head which may equal
a third of the total body length, and a horny promi-

finback whales give birth to a single young which
is about 21 feet long at birth and is weaned after about
six months. These whales migrate into warmer waters
during the winter where mating takes place. Their
food consists of plankton, crustaceans and small fish.

When antarctic whaling began there were an esti-
mated 200,000 finback whales in the southern hemi-
sphere alone. They, too, were greedily hunted, and
today only a small remnant of this population remains.

Black Right Whale

nence, called a "bonnet," on top of their snout. Adult
right whales may reach a length of about 60 feet and
are black in color. They skim the water for food.

The Atlantic right whale was hunted as far back
as the tenth century and was once the mainstay of
the whaling industry, hence the name "right" whale.
It is now depleted almost to the point of extinction
as a result of continued killing. Right whales are
solitary, a fact which may have saved them from
complete extermination. **
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by Warren Page, President
National Shooting Sports Foundation, Inc.

Reprinted from ARGOSY Magazine

You self-righteous animal lovers-don't
scorn the hunter! He's done more than
just talk to save our wildlife. So far
he's spent $2.3 billion on conservation.
Mighty hunter Teddy Roosevelt estab-
lished twenty-one forest reserves, five
parks, four game reserves, fifty-one
bird reservations and a national Bison
range. Even James Audubon was an
expert wingshot and buffalo hunter.

Roughly one-tenth of our American
citizens, which is to say some 20 mil-
lion, are at this stage thoroughly fed
up, and are approaching a pinnacle of
annoyance rare in the history of
American minorities. They won't march
on Washington; they may not even
stage sidewalk demonstrations and
sign-wavings; but in the process of
doing a slow and steady burn the
chances are they'll upset some politi-
cians and certain lobbying groups in the
next few years.

The reason is crystal-clear. That
sizeable fraternity of American out-
doorsmen who call themselves hunters
are finally achieving a blend of outrage
and annoyance at being the butt of
every instant ecologist, of every con-
sumer of roast beef who hates the idea
of animal death, of every do-gooder
who means to reverse the proven
facts of biology. Long enough, they feel,
have hunters been damned and blasted
as murderers. Practitioners of a human
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activity as old as man, one celebrated
by the Neanderthals on the walls of
their caves, they understandably resent
being called kooks and perverts by folk
who are sometimes a trifle odd them-
selves. And the bitterness of their reac-
tion is compounded by one simple fact:
the hunter is a conservationist, in the
correct sense of tha- word.

For the first two centuries or so of
this nation's development, hunting was
a matter of simple survival, of eco-
nomics. In a land of seemingly inex-
haustible wildlife riches, man took
what he thought h' needed. The Ply-
mouth Colony feas-ed on wild turkey;
Daniel Boone slew and steaked fat
berry-eating black bears; frontier towns
bought passenger pigeons by the bar-
relful; plainsmen dined on prairie
chickens, mountain men and prospec-
tors on bighorn sheep; professionals
shot off the elk to feed silver miners
or to decorate lodge men's watch
chains; and so on ard on. Little or none
of this pioneer slaughter was done in
the name of sport. All of the long and
miserable litany of early-days killing
was done, basically, for economic rea-
sons.

To be sure, a handful of Russian
archdukes and mustachioed Britishers
brought their engraved hunting arms to
the romantic lands cf the West, but they
were a pitiful few, and the farm boy
who in early colonial Virginia or later
in Illinois or still later in Nebraska
crawled up to resting mallards to blast
out a family supper was killing for
survival, not for sport, even though he,
like any other atavist may have crudely
thrilled at the experience.

But, as we are now learning with oil
and coal and have long since learned
with timber, such natural riches are not
inexhaustible, and some seventy years
ago, at the century's turn, a coterie of
influential outdoorsmen with names
like Theodore Roosevelt, George Grin-
nell, William Hornady, James Audubon
and Gifford Pinchot, saw clearly the
handwriting on the wall. At the time
of game's absolute lowest ebb in the
United States-by 1900 Pennsylvania
was virtually free of deer; antelope and
elk had disappeared in some western
states; not only the passenger pigeon
but even more adaptable fowl had
shrunk to the point of rarity-it was
gentlemen like these who realized that
the key to restoration of our once great
game resources was management. Sim-
ple protection was needed at first, per-
haps, to give the species another start,
but thereafter control of habitat and
predation, with authorized hunting
activity a primary tool would follow.

Theodore Roosevelt, himself a stren-
uously active hunter, author of half a
dozen books about hunting adventure
in the Rocky Mountain West and in
Africa, set the theme. In the constitu-
tion of the Boone & Crockett Club,
which he founded in 1887, he wrote as
its purposes: "To promote manly sport
with the rifle ... to promote travel and
exploration in the wild ... to work for
the preservation (conservation) of the
large game of this country and as far
as possible to further legislation for that
purpose .. ." And again in 1908, during
the last year of his Presidency, he
expressed the theme more familiarly in
a letter: "The encouragement of a
proper hunting spirit, a proper love of
sport, instead of being incompatible
with a love of nature and wild things,
offers the best guaranty of the preser-
vation of wild things..."

The world had changed. Killing for
economics was out; the sportsman-
conservationist had been born. In 1900
the Lacey Act, which shrank market
hunting from an interstate wave to a
local trickle, was passed. By 1910 some
33 states required hunting licenses.
Crude local laws on bag limits and
seasons proliferated. Perhaps more
important, the early conservation
associations were formed, to be of vast
influence in shaping policies in the next
generation. Some of these outfits were
The American Game Association, the
Bison Society, the Boone & Crockett
Club, The Campfire Club of America,
The Explorers Club, the New York
Zoological Society, later the Audubon
Society, and in a second generation as
it were, the National Wildlife Federa-
tion, the Wildlife Management Insti-
tute, and the Izaak Walton League.

Note that the first generation of these
uniquely powerful associations, potent
in their day because of the personal
influences wielded by their members,
was in every case founded by a group
of confirmed hunters! Yes, Virginia,
even James Audubon was a hunter.
Today regarded as the patron saint of
birdwatchers, Audubon was in his own
time a superb wingshot and a hunter
of buffalo, even considered by some of
his contemporaries a bit of a butcher.
Game was his favorite meat. It is a hard
fact that even today, despite the pro-
clivities of some of its members and
certain executives, the Audubon Soci-
ety has no constitutional objection to
hunting under rational controls. It
would appear, then, that as Roosevelt
expressed it, the idea that devotion to
hunting was the best guaranty of
conservation of wild species would
become truth for at least seventy years.

Such associations of sportsmen went
beyond the Lacey Act, pushed for the
establishment of the Forest Service,
jammed through the Newlands Recla-
mation Bill in 1902, helped Theodore
Roosevelt in the establishment of 21
new forest reserves of sixteen million
acres, joined in the saving of Yellow-
stone Park and the establishment of five
new parks, four enormous game
reserves, 51 bird reservations in 17
states, a National Bison Range, and so
on. It was such hunter-founded and
hunter-supported groups that provided
for the restoration of the bison and
rammed through the Migratory Bird
Treaty, the creation of Glacier and
Mount McKinley National Parks, the
Pribilof Island Seal treaty, and later
such milestone acts as Pittman-Robert-
son and Johnson-Dingell, which today
provide the primary funding for all
wildlife conservation.

It was a duckhunter, cartoonist Ding
Darling, who fathered an Iowa law, an
important spearhead in game history,
removing the Iowa fish and game
department from politics. It was this
hunter who eventually-with primary
financing one-third from that Iowa
department, one-third from the college
itself, and one-third out of his own
pocket-established the nation's first
game management programs at Iowa
State. And when that spearhead
program ran into financial troubles, it
was of all people the firearms manu-
facturers, the Sporting Arms and
Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute,
who ponied up a needed $81,000. Not
much money, perhaps, but it came at
a critical time, because it ensured the
wildlife management training in land
grant universities, which is the basis for
all our practical conservation of game
and fish today in this country and in
many nations abroad.

Programs of any sort take hard cash,
but self-professed conservationists (by
which we mean preservationist in
almost every case) are notoriously poor
at putting their dough where their noise
goes. Sportsmen, on the other hand,
have in the past fifty or so years anteed
up 2.3 billion dollars for practical wild-
life conservation.

It is not difficult to add that up. First,
Pittman-Robertson money-without
which no state game department could
operate the kind of game and non-game
wildlife research and wild land acqui-
sition they find necessary today-
started in at a 10 percent trickle in 1937,
rose to 11 percent during World War
II, hit over 31 million in 1970, and with
the first two quarters of 1972 going over
10 million apiece passed 40 million dol-
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lars that year. That dough buys winter
range for deer, sets up laboratories to
control wildlife disease, saves duck
marshes from becoming oil tank farms
and holds wild areas for songbird and
small animals. By the time you read
this, the Pittman-Robertson total will
have hit 480 million dollars!

That money comes from excise taxes
on the sportsman's arms and ammuni-
tion, a tax desired by both the sports-
man and the firearms industry so long
as it remains earmarked for conser-
vation. It is desired enough so that
when President Johnson sought the
political glory of removing all excise
taxes after the last war, the industry
and sportsmen's groups sent repre-
sentatives to Washington to keep Pitt-
man-Robertson alive.

And it'll go even higher. Now in the
law are similar taxes on handguns and
their ammunition and on archery gear.
Soon to come is a tax on reloading
components. All were sought by their
user groups and makers alike, speaking
through Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., and
all were earmarked for wildlife projects
or hunter safety-ranges and instruction.
So long as hunters can still hunt, over
half a billion dollars of conservation
money from such taxes alone is a safe
bet by 1975.

Licenses? At this stage in time, with
hunting license sales increasing at a
faster rate than the population, they
bring in over $100 million a year. And
that's still going up. My guess is, since
tag costs are on the rise everywhere,
1975 will bring in $125 million a year.

Individual efforts? No end to them,
and always hunter-financed. Ducks
Unlimited is the prime example. This
35-year-old group of duck hunters has
collected well over $22 million since
1937 and has spent virtually all of it
in Canada, largely in the prairie prov-
inces of Saskatchewan, Alberta, and
Manitoba, the pothole country, to pro-
vide duck breeding grounds. That's
where 80 percent of our ducks and
geese come from, and if you want ducks
in the sky, reasons DU, you have to
leave water on the land so as to make
nesting areas for the hen ducks to raise
ducklings in. Simple. Self-interest?
Perhaps, but certainly it's enlightened
self-interest, since without Ducks
Unlimited and similarly funded Delta
there'd be damned few ducks or geese
for the New Canaan Garden Club ladies
to worry over.

You never heard of Delta? Few have,
but from the Delta Marsh 75 miles out-
side Winnipeg it has provided more
graduate-level study on the nature of
waterfowl than any other institution,

and it is learning that makes practical
conservation possible, not emotional
ignorance. And guess who manages
Delta? The Wildlife Management Insti-
tute. And who finances that? Right the
first time, Waldo.

How about the trophy hunters, do
they do anything? Perhaps not as much
as their collective incomes might pro-
duce, but consider these quickly
remembered points: the Game Coin
meetings pull a thousand hunters to
San Antonio, Texas, every second year
for a week, make enough out of regis-
trations, painting sales, and such so that
sending a hundred grand to Africa to
buy new game department equipment
is peanuts. They have a handful of
projects going-desert sheep-for-ante-
lope swaps between New and Old
Mexico to restore both species, for
example. The Mzuri Safari Club of San
Francisco throws a convention
annually and picks up enough cash to
buy anti-poaching helicopters for
emergent African countries. The Safari
Club International group's first gather-
ing held over 400 people away from the
gambling tables at Las Vegas long
enough last winter to make comparable
inroads on their spare cash, with every
excess nickel headed for practical
conservation. The African Safari Club
of New York buys scholarships for the
school at Mweka to train native Afri-
cans as game wardens. Where'd the
school come from? Well, the African
Wildlife Leadership Foundation which
supports and sponsors it and a similar
warden-training layout in West Africa
was the brainchild of a bunch of hunt-
ers from Washington, D.C. After sitting
around telling each other lies about
their hunting exploits for a meeting or
three, they moved to do something
serious for African game. This same
foundation brings selected Kenyans or
Tanzanians over here for full degree
training in wildlife management.

It seems to be the common element
in all hunter-financed conservation that
it's practical, that it accomplishes
something measurable. Not content to
vaporize and dream about unattain-
ables, they do what can be done right
now. It was the hunter, you'll recall,
who brought the pheasant into the
United States. How many millions are
there now? Was the chukar a native
bird? No, but now they exist in quantity
in 10 states, in desert areas where no
native game bird could cut the mustard.
And how did the chukar get here? Right
again, Waldo.

The turkey, which many consider a
better prospect for our national bird
than the bald eagle, was just about gone

at the century's turn. Roast turkey was
too tasty. But as a classic instance of
management skills, and despite the
growth of civilization in much of his
range, the turkey had snapped back
well beyond the million bird mark by
1970. Elk? They were down below
50,000 at one point, but there must be
well over a quarter million head today,
the annual harvest being about
85,000-and both could go higher with
a mite better co-operation from the
cattle interests. Antelope? Rare animals
at one point, but Wyoming can now
take, without harming the herds, more
antelope than existed in the whole
world in 1920! Deer? Too many for their
own good in most areas, even though
they were largely blanked out seventy
years ago. Texas alone boasts 3 million,
and there are something over 10 million
in the country. That means that white-
tail, for example, are now found in
virtually every state, including some
where they were unknown until
recently. With a harvest of over 2 mil-
lion deer a year of both species, they're
still spreading. And remember that
each and every one of these increases
has come about, not because of hand-
wringing and moaning, but because
hunters did something about it and paid
for the doing.

Sure, there are bums in the hunting
fraternity. There are in every large
group of humanity. There are thieves
in the stock market, murderers among
the medics, and womanizers among the
choir leaders. It seems to be an inevita-
ble facet of humanity that a certain few
are low-lifers doomed to outrage
everyone else. Yet oddly enough-and
I offer it as no defense-the bulk of
these bloody boors raise no objection
to putting their dollars into the en-
largement of wildlife, wildlife for
everyone, not only for the meat-hunter
but also the gentle deer-feeder.

That seems to be the real difference
between the professional hand-
wringers and the true practical
conservationists of the hunting frater-
nity.

The hunter is clearly another breed
of cat. He has sense enough to know
that just as too many cows on a pasture
spell ruin, too many deer in a woodlot
find starvation and disease; that noth-
ing much gets done in this world with-
out effort and considerable cost; that
on the record the management policies
he has sponsored for the past two
generations have been the salvation of
this nation's wildlife.

And, knowing all of this, I suspect,
is why at the moment the hunter is
more than a little teed off. **
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The Caracara
by Larry R. Ditto

Although classified by scientists as a member of
the family Falconidae, Audubon's caracara, Caracara
cheriway, is unique both in looks and behavior from
other falcons.

"Caracara" is a Brazilian word which describes the
high-pitched cackling cry of the bird. "Mexican eagle,"
another common name, is equally descriptive because
the bird displays a color pattern similar to that of
the bald eagle. Its notable features include a red face,
white neck and breast, dark brown or black body and
white tail tipped with black. In flight the bird displays
conspicuous white wing bars.

Though primarily a Latin American bird, popula-
tions are found in southern Texas, Florida and Ari-
zona. In Texas the caracara ranges along the coastal
prairie and inland to Austin and Waco. Within this
range it is most often associated with open pasture
lands, prairies and mesquite brushland.

The caracara's feeding habits are varied, but unlike
the other falcons, it is primarily a carrion eater and
a close ally with the vulture. When it comes to finding
food, several heads are always better than one, so
the two species are often seen feeding together. The
next time you see vultures soaring in the South Texas
sky, look closely to see if you can recognize a caracara
accompanying them.

But caracaras do not always associate with vultures
and are not bound to feeding on decaying animal
remains. In fact, the bird spends a great amount of
time on the ground. Insects, rodents and other small
mammals, snakes and lizards constitute the bulk of
its live prey, some of which the long-legged bird

actually runs down. His predatory technique,
however, is not always above reproach because his
bag of tricks also includes a little thievery. There have
been many reports of other birds of prey having to
abandon a meal to avoid the determined harrassment
of a Mexican eagle seeking an easy tidbit.

Since the bird spends much of its day surveying
the countryside and resting, the selection of a perch
is most important. Usually the perch offers a com-
manding view and a good avenue of escape. In open
country this may be anything from a fence post to
a highline pole or isolated treetop. One pair near
Refugio used the same roadside perch day after day
for over three months in 1973, and in doing so, pro-
vided many birders with the opportunity to observe
these birds in the wild.

As the nesting season approaches, the birds select
a site with requirements similar to those of the sur-
veying perch. In most cases, the nest has some con-
cealment as in a liveoak mott. However, such is not
always the case as caracaras have been noted to nest
atop windmills, tall cacti and isolated trees. The nest
is usually constructed of sticks, weeds and grass piled
in a heap with a deeply-cupped interior. Caracara
nests tend to take on a shabby and bulky appearance
with time since successive layers of material are
added year after year.

The nesting season is somewhat variable but it is
certainly ahead of most other Texas birds. Nests have
been reported from January through June. The female
lays two or three eggs which have a buff or cinnamon
brown color blotched with brown. Incubation takes
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about 28 days and ordinarily one brood is raised per
season. In cases where the eggs or nest are destroyed,
a pair will often make additional nesting attempts.

The young remain at the nest for about three months
and are fed fresh meat and carrion garnered by their
parents. During this time the juvenile birds replace
their thick covering of natal down with a brown
juvenile plumage which they will retain until the
following winter ar spring. The birds will be two years

CORDLESS SHOOTING LIGHT
FOR NIGHT VARMINT HUNTING
Tilt gun to side, light is oft - raise it to shoot and au-
tomatic mercury switch turns on bright, aimed beam.
Unit mounts on scope, single barrel shotgun, rifle. No
clumsy cord. Powerful 9-volt alkaline battery included.
Manual switch also. Light, rugged-stands recoil. Great
for varmints-helps farmers protect stock. Money-Back
Guarantee. Send $12.50 plus 500 postage. Extra bat-
teries, $1.50.

Calling story booklet, 350 Write for Free Catalog!

B H B

P.O. Box E-14-ML M arble Falls, Texas

old before they develop their adult plumage.
When fully grown, this bird has few natural enemies

except man, but as early as the 1880's the caracara
in Texas was reported declining in numbers. At

present the population status of the species is listed
as "undetermined." A better understanding of this
unique scavenger-predator, along with its habits and
needs, will help us preserve it as part of the legacy
of Texas wildlife. **

BIG BEND COUNTRY ELECTRONIC GAME FEEDER

OF TEXAS Build your own game feeder with our pre-assembled

Guided hunt on 7,360 acres for Mouf- electronic Motor/Control. Control operates once or
twice a day with adjustable run time. Motor/Control

Ion and Corsican trophy rams. 3-day and construction plans only-$39.50 plus tax, post.
hunt, guaranteed kill. Jeeps & Lodge Brochure available,
included. Air strip. Javelina in season. JACKSON MANUFACTURING
Ram $200, Javelina $100. Also breeding P.O. Box 1216.
stock available. 35 miles west of San- LaPorte, Texas 77571

derson, Texas. Write to H.O.H. Ranch,
2304 Hancock Dr., Suite 4, Austin, "IT'S A NICE WAY TO GOTexas 78756. Call Harry Montandon IF YOU GOTTA GO!" 
person-to-person 512-451-6401. A
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Write for be hurt. You'll enjoy using a HAVAHART.... Write
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Traps without injury squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, mink, tion about this great trap. Thousands in use.
fox, raccoons, stray animals, pets, etc. sizes for every need. HAVAHART 149 Water St., Ossining N.Y. 10562Also traps for fish, sparrows, pigeons, turtles, quail, etc.ining,
Save on our low factory prices. Send no money. WVrlte for Please send new guide and price list.
free catalog and trapping secrets. MUSTANG MFG. CO.. Name
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Founded 1919 AUTHORIZED STATE ASSOCIATION OF THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

TEXAS SPORTSMEN, HUNTERS, FIREARMS OWNERS ... TSRA SEEKS YOUR MEMBERSHIP!!

Since 1919, the Texas State Rifle Association has served the best in-
terests of Texas sportsmen, hunters, and firearms owners -law abiding
citizens who enjoy and pursue the shooting sports in a lawful manner.
This is your invitation to join and be a member of this honorable
organization. TSRA is the authorized state association of the National
Rifle Association, anc is sanctioned by the U.S. Army Director of
Civilian Marksmanship. TSRA is also a member of the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, the American Defense Preparedness Asso-

TSRA MEMBER'S PLEDGE

I certify that I am not now and never have been a member of any
organization which has as any part of its program the attempt to
overthrow the government of the United States by force or violence;
that I have never been convicted of a crime of violence; and that if
admitted to membership in the Texas State Rifle Association I will
fulfill the obligations of good sportsmanship, and uphold the Consti-
tution of the United S-ates and the Second Amendment thereto.

NAMF

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE,

ZIP CODE

ciation, and the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. Its mem-
bers are composed of thousands of individuals like yourself, and
affiliated sportsman and shooting clubs throughout Texas.

Every year, each member receives the famous "Snortin' Bull" decal
with his Membership Card, and quarterly, the Association's Bulletin,
the TSRA Sportsman, containing timely information on the latest
hunting regulations, game limits and seasons, legislative information,
and vital aspects of the shooting sports at national, state, and local
level. To assure the accuracy and timeliness of information, TSRA sub-
scribes to the Texas Legislative Bulletin Service and maintains direct
liaison with the Texas Legislature, the Texas District and County
Attorney's Association, the Texas Criminal Justice Council, and the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department. As required, TSRA publishes
special bulletins of interest to its members. Over 70,000 such bulletins
were mailed concerning legislation before the 62nd Texas Legislature.

Additionally, TSRA encourages and sponsors junior training programs,
hunter safety programs, home firearms safety, competitive marksman-
ship, state championships, and selects teams to represent the State of
Texas at the annual National Championships. Annual dues are $3.00,
and memberships run from January 1 through the following December
31st each year. We urge you to join your fellow Texans and become a
member of this honorable Association. You'll be glad you did!

(Please allow 45 days to process your application.)

Make Checks Payable To: TEXAS STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION
Mail Application and $3.00 Membership Dues To:
TEXAS STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION
Lafe R. Pfeifer, Secretary, P.O. Drawer 34809, Dallas, Texas 75234
(Your ZIP code is an essential part of your address. Without it, your
application cannot be processed.)

DEDICATED TO • THE RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS • PRESERVATION OF THE SHOOTING SPORTS AND THEIR LAWFUL PURSUIT
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES • WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT • MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER
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NEW LEHMAN

FURS WANTED
For top prices and honest grading

bring or ship your furs or deer hides to:

ROBERTS AND PICKLE FUR
CO.

Rt. 2, Box 160, Leander, Tx. 78641

"CATFISH FARMING HANDBOOK'
by Jerry Mack

This valuable reference book covers
Production. Financing. Disease Control.
Marketing, and all orher phases of this
dynami new acrn-business industry

512 95 hardcover postpaid

AGRIBOOKS
Box 5001- T
San Angelo, Texas 76901

AUTOMATICFEEDER
Fishermen • Hunters • Birdwatchers

Time Tested-Over 3,800 Sold!
1. New 24-hour 4-jewel movement.

2. Feed one or more times day or night any
selected time regularly unattended.

3. Distributes feed 25 to 75 ft. - depending
on installation height. Install suspended -
or on pipe legs.

4. Operates on 6 volt dry cell - 2 to 6 mos.

5. Capacity 250 and 1,000 lb. sizes.

Write for Free Brochure

LEHMAN EQUIPMENT CO.
Route 3, Box 53, Corpus Christi, Texas 78415

plus $2 Instruction Record (72 or 45 rpm) only 5
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74 Ever popular wall cal-

endar. A beautiful Tex-
as experience every
month of 1974 plus Jan-

uary 1975. Features 14 full color photo-
graphs of Texas scenes. Plenty of space
for daily notes. A thoughtful gift. Each
calendaclosed 10 5/8" x 8"

Mail todao:

Texan House, Inc.
P. O. Box 9159 Austin, Texas 78766 *
Please send me (quantity) of
I Texas Calendar: 1974 for only 52.90

each postpaid. Enclosed is S______
QCheck Q Money Order

Gift list enclosed.

Address I
I City
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BIRD DOGS
Chandler Kennels, one of the largest in the business offers
to you for your selection over 100 top trained POINTERS,
SETTERS & BRITTANIES. These dogs areall registered out
of top blood lines. We guarantee all our dogs as advertised
to suit you, the Hunter. Also puppies & started dogs.

Call, write, or come by:
CHANDLER KENNELS

P.O. Box 1011, La Porte, Tex.
Call: Area Code 713-GR 1-4023

Hollen Chandler-Owner

BASIC
FEEDER
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
FEEDERS for

Pipe Lem GAME • FISH • LIVESTOCK
Feeds daily anywhere at Dawn or Dusk or Both. Patented electronic timer photocell
operated, battery-powered. Feeds at optimum times regardless of the seasons Jor greatest
effectiveness and feeding efficiency. Adjustable dispensing rate and time. Uses the heavier,
longer lasting and less expensive 6 volt battery, and permanently lubricated motors.
110 volt A-C powered models also available. All equipment now fully guaranteed for 3 years.

Weight Price
Basic Feeder - Model PTF (Includes battery) 85 lbs. $147.50

94.50
12.50
79.50

Feeder Kit - Model PTFK (Includes battery, universal funnel for
5 gal. cans and larger, complete except for feed container) 20 lbs. $

Pipe Leg Suspension - Model PLS (As shown) 38 lbs. $
Tripod-Winch Suspension - Model TWS (Not shown) 140 lbs. $

Send for free brochure of complete line.
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS COMPANY

5911 Bullard Drive, Austin, Texas 78731 Phone 512/454-3355
Also distributed from 1218 Dryden Lane, San Antonio, Texas 78213 (512) 341-3204
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by llo Hiller

Recreational boating has never
been more popular, and by the time this
simmer arrives even more individuals
will be getting out on the water in some
type of boat.

The only problem with this trend is
the fact that, unlike driving a car where
an operator's license is required to pro-
tect fellow motorists, no training at all
is required to operate a boat. All the
owr.er needs is a boat, gasoline and
a p-ace to get into the water.

To help educate these inexperienced

boaters as well as long-time boaters
who may need to change some old
habits, the Water Safety Education
Section of our department has prepared

a 104-page, home-study program enti-
tled "The Texas Skipper's Course"
which became available on January 1,
1974. This free booklet is a self-instruc-
tion program which can be read and
absorbed in your leisure time at your
own particular speed. Those cold even-
ings in January and February should
be perfect times to curl up with your
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"skipper's manual" and prepare your-
self for the summer's boating pleasure.

Part I of the booklet is devoted to
telling about the various classes of
boats and the legal requirements with
regard to numbering and necessary
equipment such as lighting, personal
flotation devices (life preservers), ven-
tilation and fire extinguishers. There
are also tips on safe boat trailering. To
be sure you are not missing the impor-
tant parts in each section of the booklet,
a summary is given at the end of each
which help you recognize the most
important parts.

Information concerning the weather,
launching, fueling, loading the boat and
safety equipment which may be
needed, but not required, are covered
in Part II of the booklet.

In Part III you learn the rules of
operation, how to recognize hazardous
areas, how to spot a skin diver's flag
to avoid that area, how to anchor and
what to do in case of an emergency
such as capsizing or a fire while afloat.
Distress signals, foul weather handling
and what to do if lost or disabled are
covered in the section on emergencies.

Once you have mastered the first
three parts of the booklet you should
know how to leave the dock and have
a good time. Techniques for returning
to the dock are in Part IV. Remember
a boat is not a car; it will not respond
like one, and it has no brakes. After
a successful docking, the equipment is
secured and the boat loaded on the
trailer for the trip home.

Part V, which is entitled "Aids to Safe
Boating" is the final part of the program
and probably the most confusing since
it must cover the "Rules of the Road"
which are not the same all over the
nation. For our booklet, the information
included is for the INLAND RULES OF
THE ROAD which are used by most
skippers. Rules of the road, naviga-
tional lights and aids to navigation and
safe boating are all discussed.

Following these five sections is an
appendix of quick quizzes. No one is
required to take any of the quizzes
contained in "The Texas Skipper's
Course" booklet. However, for those
who are interested in learning just how
much they have benefited from the
information contained in the book, an
"End of Course Test" is printed in the
back of the book. Take the test, mail
it in for checking and, if you have
missed no more than five questions, you
will be awarded a "Certificate of Suc-
cessful Completion of the Texas Skip-
per's Course" and a permanent record
of your achievement will be maintained
by this department. **
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When studying The Texas Skipper's
Course, you should learn that it is
extremely dangerous to tow a skier
too close to a hazardous object
such as the stationary dock above.
Hopefully, too, the chapter on boat
launching will teach you the proper
way to launch your boat without
launching your car as well. The
poor boater on the left could have
used this information.
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WANTED
Information Leading to the Location of:

Tympanuchus cupido attwateri
Alias: Attwater's Prairie Chicken, Prairie hen, Prairie grouse
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Description: Weight-2 to 2 pounds;18
inches long; short, rounded tails (black
in males, barred in females); body
barred feathers on lower leg; Males
have orange air-sac and blackish neck
feathers or pinnaes on side of neck.

- :... _
ti. . , ,= t . _

CAUTION: Considered rare and endangered. If seen,
do not try to apprehend, but notify your local Game Warden or

Mr. Don Frels Mr. Bill Brownlee
Parks and Wildlife Department Parks and Wildlife Department
105 San Jacinto 1702 Airline
La Porte, Texas 77571 Victoria Texas 77901
(713) 471-3201 (512) 575-6306

Please supply information as to date and place observed.

REWARD: Satisfaction in knowing you will
be helping to perpetuate this elusive bird.

Operates along the Gulf Coastal
Prairie of Texas Has been seen from
Chambers County west to Colorado
County and south to Aransas County.
Usually been seen in fallow rice fields
or nativEI prairies.



New Limited Edition Collector Prints

- ° Introducing a new series
of Collectors Signature
Edition Prints magnifi-
cently reproduced in full
color. These prints are

-- = important new works by
two popular Texas art-
ists. Each print is strictly
limited to 1500 copies
and is numbered and
signed by the artist.

Each print is 16" x 20".

"Raccoons"
by Nancy McGowan

E Quantity Collector Print PP Price

"Raccoons" S23.00

"Granddad's Truck" 528.50

I Enclosed is S __ Check Q Money order
for the Collector Prints ordered above.
QPlease ship order to me. LGift list enclosed.UName

Address

City State 7ip

E Please send me brochure of all Texan House
Prints.

RIO GRANDE
WILD TURKEYS

• Strong, Healthy Poults - Pure Strain -
Hatched To Live - 100% Live Delivery
Guaranteed - Day-Old Birds - $2.95

each - Check With Order - Satisfaction
Or Money Refunded - Available Feb.

15-May 20 - Book Early To Insure
Delivery

• Started Birds When Booked In Advance
Or When Available - 2 wks. $3.75 - 4
wks. $5.00 - 8 wks. $8.50 - 12 wks.

$12.50
• Free Stocking Information For

Customers - Supply Pertinent Facts
Concerning The Re-Stocking.

TEXAS GAME BIRD RETREAT
RT. 2 - FREDERICKSBURG, TEXAS
We're As Close As Your Telephone

Call 512-257-7072

Set or Toke v Trorline in Minu tesl

'TROTLIINEE ` '
FISNING SECRETS ... written by expert.
How, when, where to set trotline, illustrated. ts 

laws, tackle. Send 254 for mailing cost.

\AWRENZ MFG (0 . DEPT T, P 0 BOX 3837, DAllAS, T(X 75708)

"Granddad's Truck"
by Robert Summers

1

5J

AUTOMATIC FEEDERS
(Patented)

FEED WITH THE FINEST

1. Three Models from which to choose

2. 24 Hour precision clock Timer. Simple
to program. Dependable and rugged.

3. System operates on one 12 volt battery

4. No photo cells or flashlight batteries

5. Battery included at no extra charge

6. Twelve month warranty

Mastercharge Available

Write for free brochure.

SWEENEY INSTRUMENTS
Rt. 2 Box 145G

Boerne, Texas 78006
(512) 537.4244
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HUNTERS!
Save that deer skin

Home tanning guide. $1.50
Texas residents add 5% tax

OLD FORT TANNERS
P. O. Box 16089 Fort Worth, Texas 76133

eH OW-TO, IN-DEPT H A RTICL ES
TA CK LE TIPS NEW"HOT SPOTS"

* ADVICE FROM THE PROS
* PULLOUT FISHING MAP

* FISHING COOKING HINTS
MONTHLY BASS HINTS
T HE T EXAS F ISH E RMA N

5314 SINGLE RD. HOUSTON, TEX. 77018

D yr $s E2yrs.$8 EnclosedisS

NAMEF

ADDRESS E

CITY

STATE 7IPS____"HOTSPOTSZP

LLANO COUNTY LEASES
Finest hunting available tor season, week, or
weekend. Individual pastures with cabins and/or
campsites for each group. The heart of deer
country. Reservations accepted now at reason-
able prices.

TH EAS TSEXAS 78643
(915) 247-5207
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Young
Naturalist

Camouflage
by 1lo Hiller

During World War I, military
experts discovered that by using cer-
tain colors and patterns on ships,
tanks, equipment and clothing, they
could make the object blend into their
backgrounds and seem to disappear.
To describe this new technique, they
borrowed from the French word
camoufler(which rneans "to disguise")
and created the word "camouflage."

Although the word was new, the
principles involved were not. They have
been used in the animal kingdom since
the beginning of time by both the hunt-

ing and hunted species. Even primitive
man learned to camouflage himself in
the skins of animals so he could get
close enough to kill his quarry without
giving alarm.

Natural coloration is probably the
simplest and most effective type of
camouflage found in the animal king-
dom. You will find that most creatures
match or blend with the colors of their
surroundings and are most difficult to
see as long as they remain still.
However, if they are moved from their
natural habitats. their protective

coloration no longer camouflages or
hides them.

For example, the white coat of the
polar bear blends with the ice and snow
of this animal's natural habitat making
the bear almost invisible; but if the bear
were moved to a woodland area, its
white coat would be quite obvious
against the woodland browns and
greens. Likewise, if a woodland bear
with its dark coloration were taken to
the white habitat of the polar bear, it
would not blend into its new surround-
ings.

Some animals such as the snowshoe
hare actually change colors to match
the seasonal color changes. The hare's
late spring and summer fur is made up
of shades of brown which blend into
its woodland and prairie background.
As its summer coat wears out, the
brown fur is replaced with new white
fur. This part-white, part-brown period
occurs during autumn when early snow
flurries often leave patches of white on
the landscape and the hare continues
to blend with its surroundings. By the
time the snows of winter arrive and the
ground turns white, the hare's brown
coat has been completely replaced with
white fur and only its dark eyes show
up against the snowy background As
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Whether the animal is a bobwhite
quail and its mate nestled motion-
less among the ground covering
of grasses and twigs (extreme
left), a male rusty lizard blending
with the coloration of tree bark
and waiting for an unsuspecting
insect to venture by to provide its
lunch (left) or a sargassum fish
swimming through the seaweed it
so closely resembles (below),
nature's camouflage protects and
disguises both the hunted and the
hunting species.
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the white winter coat is shed, it is
replaced with brown fur and the hare
is again ready for the browns of sum-
mer.

Rapid color changes can be accom-
plished by some animals when their
background colors suddenly change.
The anole lizard, which is mistakenly
called a "chameleon," is one of these
quick-change artists. Its body colora-
tion can range fror pale green to dark
brown. If a green anole lizard is placed
on a dark tree trunk, within two or three
minutes the creature can change its
body color to match the color of the
tree bark. However, color changes also
occur in response to temperature and
light changes.

Another quick changer is the
flounder. This fish is not only able to
match the color of its background but
also the textured look of mud, sand or
gravel as well. To test the flounder's
changing ability, scientists have placed
the fish in an aquarium with a glass
bottom and then inserted various pat-
terns beneath the glass. Whether the
pattern contained stripes, polka dots or
even a checkerboard, the flounder
changed its coloration to resemble as
closely as possibly these unusual
backgrounds.

Some members of the animal king-
dom are not only camouflaged by their
color but by their shapes as well. They
may look like dead leaves, twigs, vines,
seaweed or other types of vegetation.

One insect, the walking stick, so
closely resembles a twig that it is pos-
sible for you to look directly at a
motionless one and not be able to see
that it is not a twig. The insect's long,
slender body actually has spines and
knobs which look like the buds and
bumps on a small twig.

The brown caterpillar stage of many
kinds of moths feed at night and rely
on their color and shape to camouflage
them from enemies during the day. All
day long they stand rigid on a limb
looking like small twigs. Irregular
bumps along the body and a bud-
shaped head complete the disguise. To
rest while in this awkward position, the
caterpillar sometimes spins an almost
invisible thread around the twig to sup-
port its body at the correct angle.

Also camouflaged by color and
shape is the sargassum fish. Spines
and leaflike growths cover its body, and
as it crawls through the sargassum
seaweed with its fins, only its blue eyes
can be distinguished from the seaweed
itself.

Animals also have defensive camou-
flage which serves to deceive, distract
or startle their enemies.

The deceptive ca-notflage may take
the form of vicious-looking head spines
(which are -eally quite harmless) like
the ones oi tie hickory horn devil
caterpillar. To complete the deception,
this caterpil a- even makes menacing
backward jabs with the useless spines
to fool his enemies.

Large, startling eyelike spots appear
on the thora: region, 01 the swallowtail
butterfly caterpil ar to make the crea-
ture look like a small d-agon. These
fake eyes lead enemies 'o believe the
caterpillar is larger anc stronger than
it really is and cause them tc leave the
defenseless caterpillar alone.

Another type of decep:ive camou-
flage is mim cry ii wh ch a harmless
animal looks lii:e a not-so-harmless or
bad-tasting scec es Birds q quickly learn
that monarch butteril es have an

unpleasant taste and do no' eat them.
So, the viceroy butterfly, which is
marked almost exactly ike the mon-
arch, benefits from its "copycat"
coloring and is avoided by birds even
though it has no bad taste and would
make a nice meal for them.

Mimicry appears ir The reptile world
too, and some of the best known
examples are the im taters of The poi-
sonous coral snake These imitators
have the red, yellow and b ac< mark-
ings, but the color baids dc not appear
in the same order as those of the coral
snake. As a result, to identify the coral
snake, the rhyme "red and yellow, kills
a fellow" is repeatec to remind the
observer that if the red aid ye low
bands of color touch eaci other the
reptile is indeed a poisorous coral
snake. The other rhyne "red and black.,
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Bluffing its way along with big fake
eyespots which make it look like a
miniature dragon, this harmless
spicebush swallowtail butterfly
caterpillar (extreme left) fools many
a predator into leaving it alone.
Since the poor rabbit (left) provides
food for so many different animals,
it must rely not only on its camou-
flage but on its ability to sit motion-
less for long periods of time so that
it blends into the background and
becomes almost invisible.

% 4jj ; ;

}> fi'; ,' s

~ h. A

venom lack" po nts out :hat the mita:-
ng shakes such as the Mexican, _oui-
siana and western milk shakes which
gave their red ard black bands o- cola-
-ouching are roi poiscnous.

Distracting camouflage can be qu te
varied. For instance, :he large eyespots
on tWe lower wings of moths and bu:-
:erflies serve tc draw the r enemies'
attention to these areas and away from
:he soft body parts. A tird's beak
.abbed into the king's eyes ct
damages the wing, but the ma:h or
butterfly may still be able to escape w th
only a tattered wing fo- the exper erce.

Certain types of liza-ds have colorful
tail segments :o catch t-e eyes of their
enemies. As the predator strikes at the
colored tail, the tail breaks off aid the
lizard is able to escape. With time the
lizard will grow a replacement tai .

Distracting camouf age is also used
by the hunter. Some species of yctng
copperhead snakes have a bright yel-
Icw tail segnent which they twitch and
wriggle :o resemble a worm. When an
ualwary frog or lizard slips up to calch
the yellow wrorm, the f-og o- lizard ends
u being caught itself.

These are but a few examples of how
camouflage is used by the hunted and
hunter species to hide, frighten or
deceive each othe- as they attempt to
survive from one day to another in
nature's ea:-or-be-eaten world.

For additional read ng you might be
interested i,i Animal Camouflage by
Adolf Portrrann, University of Mich gan
Press, Ann Arbor, M ch.. or An;mal
Carmoufiage by Dorothy Shuttlesworth,
Doubleday and Company, Ga-den City,
N.Y.
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Marina Locations Lake Bro

We are curious about the location of Forfurthe
the fishing marina featured in the "Rain that you c
or Shine" article in the October issue. merce in t
It looks like a picturesque spot from the lakes
which to fish and admire the scenery
at the same time.

Mrs. S. E. Moxley, Jr.
Dallas

The photographs for this article were Last we

taken at the marina located in Inks washhous

Lake State Recreation Park. A $1 park young sna
entrance fee is charged for access to long, each
the park. Fishing on the marina is The youn
divided into two 12-hour periods-6 to the mot

a.m. to 6 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.-with Also, d
a $1 charge made for each 12-hour are its you
period.

We originally planned to include the
locations of fishing marinas around the
state, but responses from the chambers The fe
of commerce were not complete. nurse or c
However, we did discover that marinas Young ratt
are located on Cedar Creek, Lake poison gl
Somerville, Rayburn Lake, White River take can
Lake, Lake Whitney, Lake Waco, Lake mother's
L.B.J., Lake Travis, Lake O' the Pines, insects, li

RJR

TEXAS
PARKS & WILD LIFE

Check one

Q RENEWAL
Paste your last maga-
zine address label into
space indicated and
mail with payment.

Q CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Paste recent magazine
label into space indi-
cated, show change on
form and mail.

Q NEW SUBSCRIPTION
Fill out form at right
and mail with payment.

Q GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
Show recipient's name
and address in form, in-
dicate gift signature
and mail with payment.

CHECK ONE
Out of U.S. (except

wnwood, Stillhouse Hollow
Reservoir and Possum Kingdom Lake.

information may we suggest
ontact the chambers of com-
he major cities located near
n which you are interested.

Wildlife Young

ek a rattlesnake got under the
e porch and turned loose 10
kes from six to eight inches
with a little bud-type rattle.

g snakes were all lying next
her. Does she feed her young?
oes the armadillo lay eggs or

ng born alive?
Mrs. George Zinsmeyer

LaCoste

male rattlesnake does not
are for her young in any way.
lers are born with fangs and

hands, and are quite able to
e of themselves without

help. They begin eating
zards and small rodents.

Send check or money order to:

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE DEPT.
John H. Reagan Bldg., Austin, Texas 78701

Attach recent magazine address
label here for renewal or change of
address.

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

Sign Gift Card

Q 1 yr. $3.15 incl. tax Q 2 yrs. $5.25 incl. tax
APO and FPO) Q 1 yr. $4. Q 2 yrs. $7.

Armadillo young are born alive, and
the unique thing about their birth is
that almost invariably there are four
in number which are always of the
same sex.

Carp and Crappie

Is it true that carp or any rough fish

will keep crappie away from a fishing

dock? The last few weeks the water has
been muddy and the crappie quit hit-
ting; so I put on a piece of dough bait

to try for catfish, but caught nine carp
in three hours. My neighbor thinks the

carp are the reason the crappie aren't
biting.

Mike Bartell
Fort Worth

According to our biologists and
reference sources, crappie and carp are
compatible fish, so the presence of carp
around your dock should in no way
frighten away your crappie population.
However, a predator fish such as a gar
would make the crappie scatter if suf-
ficient brushy cover is not provided.

Occasionally when the water turns
muddy, crappie move out into deeper,
clearer areas. Also, the temperature of
the water may be changing, causing
them to seek a different water level.
When this happens, the fisherman has
to go looking for them or try to lure
them back to the dock area with bait.
Fish are attracted by weighted bales of
alfalfa hay, range cubes or other such
material along with extra brushy cover
if enough is not already present.

Always remember, when fishing for
crappie, that the baited hook must be
presented to them at their level. They
will usually ignore bait that is beneath
them and will rarely rise more than a
foot to take bait above them. Find their
level in a good crappie hole and you
should be able to fill your stringer in
no time at all with these delicious pan
fish.

BACK COVER
Trips on the ground are usually quite
brief for this eastern tree lizard,
Urosaurus ornatus, and trees located
near streams and rivers are espe-
cially attractive to this climbing
species. The lizard feeds on insects
and spiders, and when motionless,
blends almost perfectly with its
background. See related story on

page 28. Photo by Martin T. Fulfer.
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TEXA SATWTE FISHES.

The blue runner (top), also called the yellowjack,
hardtail and yellow mackerel, inhabits the Atlantic
from Cape Cod to Brazil. It schools around reefs and
jetties and eats small fish, shrimp and crabs. Average
weight runs two to five pounds, and the fish is con-
sidered a hard fighter when hooked.

With food and habitat preferences similar to those
of the blue runner, the horse-eye jack (bottom) also
inhabits the tropical Atlantic and Indo-Pacific areas.
Commonly known as the goggle-eye jack, the horse-
eye usually runs around two pounds. The young of
this species have dark vertical bars.

Artwork by Henry Compton.
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